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Abstract: Over the last decade, digital sovereignty has become a central element in policy
discourses on digital issues. Although it has become popular in both centralised/authoritarian and
democratic countries alike, the concept remains highly contested. After investigating the
challenges to sovereignty apparently posed by the digital transformation, this essay retraces how
sovereignty has re-emerged as a key category with regard to the digital. By systematising the
various normative claims to digital sovereignty, it then goes on to show how, today, the concept is
understood more as a discursive practice in politics and policy than as a legal or organisational
concept.
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This article belongs to Concepts of the digital society, a special section of Internet Policy
Review guest-edited by Christian Katzenbach and Thomas Christian Bächle.

In July 2020, the German government, in its official programme for its presidency
of the European Council, announced its intention “to establish digital sovereignty
as a leitmotiv of European digital policy” (The German Presidency of the EU Council, 2020, p. 8). This is just one of the many recent episodes, albeit a very prominent one, in which the term digital sovereignty has been used by governments to
convey the idea that states should reassert their authority over the internet and
protect their citizens and businesses from the manifold challenges to self-determination in the digital sphere.
At first glance, the digital transformation and the global technical infrastructure of
the internet seem to challenge sovereignty. The principles of territoriality and
state hierarchy appear opposed to the diffuse, flexible, forever shifting constellations of global digital networks. What is more, digital applications and communication practices have created a momentum that seems to defy legal governance
and control. Therefore, the growth of digital networks in the 1990s made the disappearance of the state an immediately plausible scenario. This was most famously captured in John Perry Barlow’s bold Declaration of the Independence of Cyberspace (Barlow, 1996). Yet, while this reference is still very much alive in public discourse, today it is more often framed as a threat than a promise. To counter risks to
their authority, states have made it possible to enforce national laws and undertake governmental interventions in the digital sphere. Over the years, they have
created and reformed technical and legal instruments to address issues of digital
governance (Goldsmith & Wu, 2006). In addition, they have successfully convinced
their publics that sovereignty and state authority are necessary to protect “vital
goods” ranging from security to prosperity, cultural rules and media control. As a
result, in many countries, citizens today expect their governments to protect their
privacy online or to combat online disinformation and cybercrime. But the various
calls for digital sovereignty in the last few years, in both centralised/authoritarian
countries and liberal democracies, do more than reaffirm state authority and intervention in the digital sphere. The concept of digital sovereignty has become a
powerful term in political discourse that seeks to reinstate the nation state, including the national economy and the nation’s citizens, as a relevant category in the
global governance of digital infrastructures and the development of digital technologies. We can expect the concept of digital sovereignty to continue to gain
even more political currency in the years to come, given the broad deployment of
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highly invasive digital technologies ranging from artificial intelligence to the “Internet of Things”.
To date, the concept of digital sovereignty has been widely used in political discourse but rarely scrutinised in academic research, with a small but growing number of exceptions (Couture & Toupin, 2019; Mueller, 2010, 2019; Pohle, 2020c;
Pohle & Thiel, 2019; Thiel, 2014, 2019; Glasze & Dammann, in press; Peuker,
2020). To understand where the concept comes from and where it is headed, we
proceed in two steps. First, we reconstruct key controversies that define the relationship between sovereignty and digital networks. We then analyse how the concept of sovereignty and statehood re-emerged and digital sovereignty was elevated to a cherished form of sovereignty in its own right. Secondly, we systematise
the various claims to digital sovereignty, thereby highlighting the concept’s internal tensions and contradictions. By tracing the dynamics of politicisation we attempt to show that sovereignty is a discursive practice in politics and policy rather
than the legal and organisational concept that it is traditionally conceived of.

The relationship between sovereignty and the digital: a
reconstruction
The political concept of sovereignty, understood as the power enjoyed by a governing body to rule over itself, free from any interference by outside sources or bodies,
is derived from the Latin word superanus, which means “over” or “superior”. Whereas the traditional theory of sovereignty, as proposed in the sixteenth century by
French political philosopher Jean Bodin, concerned the ruler’s authority to make final decisions, Jean-Jacques Rousseau recast the concept so that it focused on popular sovereignty rather than monarchical sovereignty; over time, it became increasingly associated with democracy, the rule of law and territoriality. Today, sovereignty always primarily means a state’s independence vis-à-vis other states (external sovereignty) as well as its supreme power to command all powers within
the territory of the state (internal sovereignty). Understood as democratic sovereignty, it encompasses popular sovereignty and citizens’ right to exercise self-determination by making use of their inalienable rights. Crucial to all of these meanings is a geographical specification, that is, the restriction of sovereignty to a specific territory, which is seen as a functional prerequisite for authority to be exercised effectively (Grimm, 2015). 1
1. Over the last decades, there have been many attempts to apply the concept of sovereignty to other
political entities than states, such as supranational and sub-national institutions or indigenous
peoples (e.g. Kukutai & Taylor, 2016). These derivative usages of the term often equalise sovereignty with autonomy and thereby deemphasise aspects of control and legitimation. While we believe
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Ever since Bodin, sovereignty has been seen as a central concept for understanding
politics. But in the 1990s, this importance seemed to wane, leading to talk of a
post-sovereign world in which states would no longer be the most important and
ultimately superior source of power and where democracy would be more closely
associated with pluralism and participation than with the capacity of a demos to
govern itself (MacCormick, 1999). This predicted decline in state importance
strongly influenced the early stages of the internet’s development and governance.
The idea of state sovereignty was particularly challenged by two different, yet related, discursive strands that significantly shaped public and academic discourses:
cyber exceptionalism and multi-stakeholder internet governance. Yet, in more recent
years, policy actors have successfully sought to justify and reaffirm sovereignty in
the digital sphere against these two perspectives.

Two challenges: cyber exceptionalism and internet governance
The first challenge, cyber exceptionalism, suggests that the digital realm is qualitatively distinctive from the analogue world and that digital spaces therefore need
to be treated differently from all previous technological innovations. This perspective was especially popular during the rise of the commercial internet in the 1990s
but is still evident in public and academic discourse. Cyber exceptionalist thinking
is based on the assumption that the growing importance of computer-aided network communication implies the demise of state sovereignty (Katz, 1997). Although the internet’s actual development did not take place outside of concrete legal spaces and would not have been possible without the incentives provided by
markets, regulatory regimes or public research infrastructures (Mazzucato, 2011),
cyber exceptionalism—which most often takes the form of cyber libertarianism
(Keller, 2019)—was the formative ideology in those early days with a strong cultural and economic backing in Silicon Valley (Barbrook & Cameron, 1996; Turner,
2006).
As actors who greatly distrust established political institutions, cyber libertarians
argue that digitally mediated forms of politics will prompt a decentralised organisation of societies. This should enable a better tailored response to the complex
demands of governing modern societies than is offered by traditional forms of political organisation. In this view, external sovereignty, law and territoriality are expected to matter less in the context of transnational networks. The arguments for
this are manifold. First, the complexity of nested responsibilities and the global

that these broader understandings are important and can partly explain the popularity of the concept of digital sovereignty, we stick to a more traditional political understanding of the term.
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reach of networks cannot be addressed properly within national jurisdictions; second, legislative procedures are too slow to keep up with the pace of innovation of
digital technologies and the associated business models; and third, digital technologies enable individuals to evade liability, because attribution becomes a shaky
construct in the digital world (Post, 2007).Hence, in contrast to a world bound by
territories and sovereign nations, the world invoked by cyber libertarianism requires the existence of cyber sovereignty, with cyberspace as a new and autonomous
virtual realm that is independent of governmental interference (Barlow, 1996). 2
The cyber exceptionalists and cyber libertarian positions still resonate today—for
example, in the debates about cryptocurrencies (Pistor, 2020). But the main claim,
namely that the rise of digital networks as such will lead to a demise of territorial
conceptions of sovereignty, has lost its attraction. The infrastructures and the management of digital communication have steadily been transformed, making it easier to observe and steer digital flows. This trend has been reinforced by the commercialisation of the internet, as it has given rise to walled gardens and created
new agents interested in a fine-grained, less anonymous and less horizontal architecture, which allows for intervention at many points (DeNardis, 2012; Deibert &
Crete-Nishihata, 2012).
At least from the year 2000 onwards, a second, related but less confrontational
challenge to sovereignty in its original sense emerged: multi-stakeholder internet
governance. Here, the focus is not on states’ shortcomings at regulating digital
matters, but on the different and non-sovereign roles that states have to play in a
regulatory ideal that views the administration of the internet as the task of those
directly affected by it. Taking their origins in the technical community, characterised by expertise and meritocratic decision-making, a multiplicity of decentralised processes emerged, which were designed to serve the development and
application of shared norms, rules and procedures to maintain and develop the internet (Klein, 2002; Chenou, 2014).In this vision, self-governance would take place
in a multi-stakeholder governance structure based on the principles of openness,
inclusion, bottom-up collaboration and consensual decision-making. This form of
coordination, it was argued, could counteract the need for a central decision-making authority (Hofmann, 2016; Raymond & DeNardis, 2015).

2. A less pointed but still deeply state-sceptical variant of cyber exceptionalism is networked independence, a discursive stream frequently found in legal discourse and aligned with the discourse
on globalisation and global governance. It argues that state sovereignty is in decline because of
the dysfunctional fragmentation of a static order bound to geographical territories (Johnson & Post,
1996).
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While multi-stakeholder internet governance has become established as a relatively autonomous field in the global policy arena, it is characterised by conflicts of
various kinds. Its external conflicts are often rooted in the fact that the multistakeholder governance model continues to explicitly reject established government-dominated international institutions and seeks to replace them with the
principle of transnationalism. Conversely, representatives of some states have insisted on putting the authority to make binding decisions on internet governance
issues in the hands of multilateral institutions and, hence, subjecting them more
heavily to state control (Musiani & Pohle, 2014; Glen, 2014). Internal conflicts in
the field are caused by increasingly obvious coordination problems due to the multitude of often parallel internet governance processes as well as the thematic shift
away from primarily technological matters towards more openly political or social
questions (Malcolm, 2008). Furthermore, the idea of multi-stakeholder internet
governance has often been accused of being associated with neoliberal thinking
(Chenou, 2014). Thus, hopes of a lasting or expansive change in how transnational
politics is done have not been fulfilled. Given the increasing attempts of both authoritarian and democratic nations to more strongly regionalise the development
of digital networks, it is doubtful whether the efforts towards reforming multistakeholder internet governance will find the acceptance that would be necessary
to preserve the model and its principles (Voelsen, 2019b).Therefore, multi-stakeholder internet governance cannot be seen as the future of governance as such,
nor as a dichotomous alternative to decision-making by sovereign states, but
rather as a parallel governance model adapted for non-binding coordination
processes.

Resurgence of sovereignty as a principle of digital policy-making
In many respects, the public imaginary of digital communications as somehow
hostile to state sovereignty and the practical challenges of enforcing sovereign
power in the digital realm have remained (Mueller, 2010). But the arguments for
dismissing state sovereignty have significantly weakened; instead, various actors
have started to proclaim the need to establish sovereignty in the digital realm. The
justifications for these calls are manifold.
First, it is often argued that the real challenge to state sovereignty is no longer to
be found in the amorphous organisational qualities of decentralised networks, but
in the enormous power of the corporate actors that thrive in our commercialised
internet environment and that hold the material and immaterial power of owning
vital societal structures. The internet’s commercial focus has come to centre on advertising and the exploitation of network effects (Christl, 2017). Intermediaries and
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digital platforms play such a dominant role in making content available that the
open internet protocols that digital communications rely upon become meaningless (Pasquale, 2016; Srnicek, 2017; Hindman, 2018). Today, it is not just the enormous resources that those intermediaries command, but also the way in which
they exercise control, that makes them one of the biggest challenges to the concept of democratic sovereignty (Staab, 2019; Zuboff, 2019). Internet corporations
provide the infrastructures of our societies and, therefore, interfere with state matters at highly sensitive points. Examples abound: whether we are talking about the
creation and regulation of markets or the provision and structuring of public communication, today’s digital economy significantly differs from older constellations
for ordering societies — to a point where many of the powerful corporate actors
can be described as quasi-sovereign. The emergence of these corporate powerhouses, which appear to be largely unaccountable via traditional political mechanisms, has—especially in Europe—given rise to a new, more structural and often
more expansive thinking about the demands and domains of democratic self-governance (van Dijck, 2020).
A second justification for enlarging and pushing digital sovereignty becomes most
obvious when we look at the slightly paradoxical response of governments to Edward Snowden’s 2013 revelations regarding the massive global surveillance practices of the United States’ intelligence services and their allies (Tréguer, 2017,
2018; Steiger et al., 2017). Snowden revealed the mostly unconstrained exercise of
hegemonic power and the enormous possibilities for data gathering, data analysis
and data control by intelligence agencies and tech companies in the United States
and other Western countries. Surprisingly, their decision to behave as sovereign yet
non-territorial entities did not lead to a critique of power agglomeration as such
(Hintz & Dencik, 2016). Instead, it triggered the demand for a decoupled digital
sphere that allows for exclusive national control over communications, data and
regulation. Ever since the Snowden revelations, demands for national (or regional)
digital sovereignty are invoked by actors who highlight the risks of foreign surveillance and manipulation by citing examples ranging from disinformation (Tambiama, 2020) to telecommunication infrastructure (Voelsen, 2019a) and industrial policy (Hobbs et al., 2020).
If we sum up the observations made so far, we can see how (state) sovereignty, traditionally thought to be the bedrock of modern politics, has become a contested
concept. Yet, it then slowly but forcefully found a way to accommodate itself in the
digital age. Nowadays, justifications for insisting on sovereignty abound. Especially
in international relations we can see a resurrection of sovereignty as a geopolitical
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claim, which has set in motion a race to establish and expand the scope of sovereignty. Nevertheless, digital sovereignty needs to be actively explained and adjusted in order to fit our networked societies with their wide range of communications,
strong transnational ties and pluralist understandings of democracy.

Political discourse(s) on digital sovereignty
Today, the concept of digital sovereignty is being deployed in a number of political
and economic arenas, from more centralised and authoritarian countries to liberal
democracies. It has acquired a large variety of connotations, variants and changing
qualities. Its specific meaning varies according to the different national settings
and actor arrangements but also depending on the kind of self-determination
these actors emphasise (Pohle, 2020c; Lambach, 2019; Wittpahl, 2017). Focusing
on this last factor, we can systematise digital sovereignty claims by distinguishing
whether they address the capacity for digital self-determination by states, companies or individuals. What the different discursive layers resulting from this variety
of claims share is their prescriptive and normative nature; rather than referring to
existing instruments or specific practices, they usually formulate aspirations or recommendations for action. 3

State autonomy and the security of national infrastructures
In the most prominent category of digital sovereignty claims, the emphasis is on
the idea that a nation or region should be able to take autonomous actions and
decisions regarding its digital infrastructures and technology deployment. The majority of these claims relate to the geographical restriction of sovereignty to a specific territory and to states’ efforts ensuring the security of digital infrastructures
and their authority regarding digital communication matters pertaining to their
territories and citizens.
We can identify two strands of this line of thinking. On the one hand, powers outside of the liberal world have experienced the rise of networked communication as
a threat to existing political systems. China was the first country to respond to this
by propagating and developing its idea of digital sovereignty—mostly framed as
cyber sovereignty or internet sovereignty (Creemers, 2016, 2020; Jiang, 2010; Zeng et
al., 2017). The underlying ideas were later adapted by other authoritarian and se3. The proposed systematisation results from a structured qualitative analysis of selected policy documents applying the word digital sovereignty and similar terms (such as tech sovereignty, digital resilience, digital autonomy, etc.), which does not claim to be comprehensive. We use selected examples of policy texts and proposed measures to illustrate the different layers of digital sovereignty
claims.
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mi-authoritarian countries, most prominently Russia (Budnitsky & Jia, 2018; Stadnik, 2019; Nocetti, 2015). On the other hand, early on, Western states also addressed the need for control and independence in digital matters. Here the justification for creating architectures of control was mostly security-driven. As global
networks emerged, states became more and more aware of their vulnerabilities,
expressed in matters of infrastructural control. Computer security was then translated into national security and expanded to ever more areas (Nissenbaum, 2005;
Hansen & Nissenbaum, 2009). In this process, the role and capacities of democractic states and of infrastructural control has grown strongly (Cavelty & Egloff,
2019)—although often times these practices have conflicted with liberal-democratic ideals of society and older understandings of technology as inclusive and pluralistic (Möllers, 2020). Since the 2013 Snowden revelations, the focus on state autonomy and security has become a core element of digital sovereignty discourses.
Prime examples of government-fostered practices and ideas resulting from this
discursive strand are the many recent proposals towards data localisation. They
seek to restrict the storage, movement and/or processing of data to specific areas
and jurisdictions and are typically justified by the need to limit the access that foreign intelligence and commercial agencies may have to specific types of data, for
example, industrial or personal data. It is often assumed, but rarely clearly stated,
that many such proposals are also driven by other motivations, such as the increased accessibility of citizens’ data by intelligence actors and law-enforcement
agencies and the wish to generate revenues for actors like local internet service
providers (Chander & Le, 2015; Hill, 2014). In many countries, including Brazil and
India—two important emerging economies—proposals towards data localisation
have so far only been realised in fragmented form or remain limited to specific
contexts (Panday & Malcom, 2018; Selby, 2017). An emblematic case of a proposed
data localisation initiative in Europe is the Schengen Routing idea, that is, the proposal to avoid routing data flows within Europe via exchange points and routes
outside of Europe (Glasze & Dammann, in press, p. 11). The idea, which was proposed by Deutsche Telekom, the largest internet provider in Germany and the
largest telecommunications organisation in the European Union, was hotly debated both in the public and the political sphere but ultimately failed to garner sufficient political support (Kleinhans, 2013).
Present in both authoritarian and democratic countries, claims and proposed measures emphasising the autonomy and self-determination of states and the security
of critical digital infrastructures have been met with fierce criticism. Both policy
actors and observers, such as academics and technical experts, fear that efforts fo-
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cusing on IT security and the regulation of internet issues on the national level
would interfere with the open and universally accessible nature of the internet
(Maurer et al., 2014) and ultimately lead to the re-territorialisation of the global internet, causing its fragmentation into national internet segments (Drake et al.,
2016; Mueller, 2017). This, in return, may have important negative economic and
political impacts for the countries concerned due to their digital and geographical
isolation (Hill, 2014).

Economic autonomy and competition
There is a second category of digital sovereignty claims, which is closely related,
yet different from the focus on state autonomy. This emphasises the high and often opposing economic stakes surrounding the digital environment and focuses on
the autonomy of the national economy in relation to foreign technology and service providers. Like the previous category of assertions, claims focusing on economic self-determination have been primarily spurred by the perceived market
dominance of technology companies from the United States and increasingly also
China (Steiger et al., 2017, p. 11). Likewise, the specific measures and instruments
that governments apply to compensate for these imbalances in the digital economy partly overlap with measures seeking to strengthen the security of technological systems and national autonomy (Baums, 2016). But in contrast to the first category, these measures are usually part of a nation’s larger economic and industrial
policy strategy, aiming at the digital transformation of entire sectors of the economy. As such, they concern both traditional industries and sectors (telecommunications, media, logistics) and new IT-related economic sectors, and primarily aim to
promote the innovative power of the domestic economy and to nurture local competitors (Bria, 2015). In addition, a growing number of instruments centre on digital trade and seek to regulate commerce and data flows delivered via digital networks (Burri, 2017; Ferracane, 2017).
A prime example of an initiative that seeks to strengthen economic autonomy is
the European cloud service Gaia-X, which was announced jointly by France and
Germany in 2019 and is yet to be launched (BMWi, 2020). The project plans to connect small and medium-sized cloud providers in Europe through a shared standard
that allows them to offer an open, secure and trustworthy European alternative to
the world's biggest (often US-based) cloud service providers (e.g., Amazon, Google,
Microsoft), while at the same time respecting European values and data protection
standards. The initiative is heavily promoted by policy actors as an important step
towards European data sovereignty (BMBF, 2019a; Summa, 2020)—another closely
related concept. But it has already been criticised for being an overly ambitious
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and purely state-driven project that does not offer real innovation and that will
have to compete for market acceptance with more established providers (Lumma,
2019; Mahn, 2020).
As with the previous category, the goal to achieve more independence from foreign technologies and to promote the innovative power of the domestic industry is
a central element of discourses on digital sovereignty in both authoritarian and
democratic countries. In democratic countries, some measures are additionally justified by the aim to protect consumers by offering technological services that respect user rights and domestic laws and norms such as data protection regulations
(Hill, 2014; Mauer et al., 2014, p. 8). In many emerging economies, such as India,
the proposed measures are also often clearly directed at what has been described
by both policy actors and scholars as digital imperialism or digital colonialism. Both
terms refer to the overly dominant position of Western technology corporations in
the Global South which leads to new forms of hegemony and exploitation (Pinto,
2018; Kwet, 2019; PTI, 2019). Unsurprisingly, such claims and initiatives have been
met with scepticism and repudiation by some Western countries, where policy and
business actors have been quick to label such ideas and practices digital protectionism, meaning the “erection of barriers or impediments to digital trade” (Aaronson, 2016, p. 8; see also Aaronson & Leblond, 2018). But while in the United
States, where the notion of digital sovereignty has principally a negative connotation (Couture & Toupin, 2019, p. 2313), a wide variety of policies are considered
potentially protectionist—including censorship, filtering, localisation and intellectual property-related measures and regulations to prevent disinformation and to
protect privacy—in other regions and countries, such as Europe and Canada, narrower definitions that account for specific trade restrictions due to privacy concerns and cultural exceptions have been proposed (Aaronson, 2016, p. 10).

User autonomy and individual self-determination
In recent years, a third category of digital sovereignty claims has emerged. This is
primarily present in the discourses of democratic countries and a particularly
strong component of the policy debate on digital sovereignty in Germany (Pohle,
2020a, p. 7ff.; Glasze & Dammann, in press, p. 13). Emphasising the importance of
individual self-determination, these claims focus on the autonomy of citizens in
their roles as employees, consumers, and users of digital technologies and services. An interesting aspect of this category is the departure from a state-centred
understanding of sovereignty. Instead of viewing sovereignty as the prerequisite to
exercise authority in a specific territory, actors view it as the ability of individuals
to take actions and decisions in a conscious, deliberate and independent manner.
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By strengthening these capacities, individuals should be protected as consumers
and strengthened in their rights as democratic citizens (Gesellschaft für Informatik,
2020; VZBV, 2014). Discursive claims by policy makers and civil society actors in
this category also refer to user sovereignty and digital consumer sovereignty,
thereby replacing the control of users and citizens who might be subject to digital
sovereignty measures in authoritarian regimes with the goal to strengthen domestic internet users’ capacity for self-determination (Pohle, 2020c, p. 8ff.; SVRV,
2017).
The proposed means to achieve this kind of sovereignty in the digital sphere include economic incentives for user-friendly and domestic technology development, but also the introduction of technical features allowing for effective encryption, data protection and more transparent business models. In addition, a large
majority of measures targeting individual self-determination seek to enhance
users’ media and digital literacy, thus strengthening the competences and confidence of users and consumers in the digital sphere. In Germany, for example, a recently created innovation fund by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research
(the “Human-Technology-Interaction for Digital Sovereignty” fund) builds on the
idea that digital literacy means more than being technologically knowledgeable or
competent in the use of digital tools. Rather, it is understood as the critical or conscious engagement of users with the technology and their own data (Datenbewusstsein, see BMBF, 2019b).
An interesting aspect of this discursive category of digital sovereignty is the references made to users’ technological or digital sovereignty made by tech activists
and social movements. Their perspective contradicts a state-centred understanding of sovereignty and instead emphasises the need for users to better understand
commercial and state powers in the digital sphere and to appropriate their technologies, data and content (Couture & Toupin, 2019, p. 2315ff). This could either
be done by prioritising open and free software and service or by users protecting
themselves from the exploitation of their personal data by tech companies
through data protection and encryption practices (Haché, 2014, 2018; Cercy & Nitot, 2016). While some facets of this perspective and some of the proposed measures may align with the claims to individual self-determination that we can see in
democracies, the underlying beliefs are, however, different. Moreover, references
made and measures suggested by policymakers seeking to increase user sovereignty need to be evaluated very carefully. In many instances, citizens are being
reduced to consumers of digital services rather than valued in their capacity as democratic citizens. But the focus on the autonomy and security of consumers might
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obfuscate measures that primarily serve security and economic purposes, leading
to a situation in which fundamental user rights—such as privacy or freedom of expression—are restricted rather than enforced.

Sovereignty in the networked world
This essay has argued that advocates of the concept of digital sovereignty, so popular in political and public discourse nowadays, not only had to reverse some of
their early beliefs about the governability of a networked world but that the idea
of sovereignty itself has shifted as it has risen to prominence. The issue is no
longer cyber sovereignty as a non-territorial challenge to sovereignty that is specific to the virtual realm of the internet. Today, digital sovereignty has become a much
more encompassing concept, addressing not only issues of internet communication and connection but also the much wider digital transformation of societies.
Digital sovereignty is—especially in Europe—now often used as a shorthand for an
ordered, value-driven, regulated and therefore reasonable and secure digital
sphere. It is presumed to resolve the multifaceted problems of individual rights
and freedoms, collective and infrastructural security, political and legal enforceability and fair economic competition (Bendiek & Neyer, 2020).
Traditionally, sovereignty has largely been thought of as an enforceable law that is
backed by clear structural arrangements, such as the state monopoly on violence.
In this context, the state is conceived of as a more or less coherent actor, capable,
independent and hence autonomous. Although sovereignty has always been imperfect—Stephen Krasner famously depicted it as “organized hypocrisy” (Krasner,
1999)—the means of sovereign power in the Westphalian system have been rather
straightforward. But due to digitalisation, globalisation and platformisation the situation has become more complicated. The digital sovereignty of a state cannot be
reduced to its ability to set, communicate and enforce laws. Rather than relying on
the symbolic representation and organisational capacity of the state, digital sovereignty is deeply invasive. In many instances, the idea of strengthening digital sovereignty means not only actively managing dependencies, but also creating infrastructures of control and (possible) manipulation. Therefore, we believe that much
more reflection and debate is needed on how sovereign powers can be held democratically accountable with regard to the digital. It is not sufficient to propose that
the power of large digital corporations could be tamed by subjecting them to democratic sovereignty, as has been suggested by many democratic governments
worldwide. Likewise, we should not simply equate (digital) sovereignty with the
ability to defend liberal and democratic values, as is often done by policy actors in
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Europe. Digital sovereignty is not an end in itself. Instead, we have to put even
more thought into the procedural framework of how sovereign power can be held
accountable and opened up to public reflection and control in order to truly democratise digital sovereignty.
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